This paper presents a direct implementation of Government-Binding theory in a parser for German, which faithfully models the modular structure of the theory. The modular design yields a flexible environment, in which it is possible to define and test various versions of principles and parameters. The several modules of linguistic theory and the parser proper are interleaved in parallel fashion for early elimination of ungrammatical structures. Efficient processing of global constraints is made possible by the concept of licensing, and the use of tree indexing techniques.
Introduction
Government-Binding theory 1 (henceforth "GB") seeks to describe human knowledge of language by positing a small number of highly general principles, which interact to produce highly specific effects. Most of these principles are regarded as universal principles. Specific construction types in different human languages result from applying language-particular versions of the universal principles, derived from them by parametrizafion. GB tries to avoid language-particular and construction specific rules. Only recently has the idea of "principleBy that term 1 will mean not only the particular version of the theory set forth in [ChomSl] , but rather the entire tamily of theories of the principlesand-parameters type inspired by Chomsky's work.
based" parsers, which derive structures by deduction from an explicit representation of the principles, come into the focus of attention.
Importantly, however, GB does not specify any particular relation between the principles and a parser which is supposed to use them. As a consequence, extant GB-parsers reflect the internal organization of GB-theory to varying degrees. This paper reports on an implemen~ tation of a GB-parser for German, which faithfully mirrors the modular structure of (mucb of) GB-theory in the way it represents linguistic knowledge. In discussing the parser, l will presuppose a basic familiarity with GB-theory. 2
According to Mark Johnson (cf. [John88, John89] ), the most direct relation between a parser and linguistic theory can be observed in a "parsing-as-deduction" approach. Johnson The parser directly reconstructs S-structure.
Implementation of a GBParser
There is no need to view D-structure as a level 
i,inguistic Knowledge
The following modules of GB-theory have been implenmnted: X'-theory, move-o~, case theory, 0-theory, the projection principle, bounding theory, government theory (specifically, a notion of "barrier" (cf. taken place. This is true also for spec-head-licensing relations: These conditions can be locally activated even before anything is known about the actual content of the specifier position.
They will be explicitly consulted only once:
Using the freeze mechanism, they will afterwards be active in the background, parallel fashion, and will prevent the parser from building any unlicensed structure.
Parameters
The following parameters can be set: The positions of heads and specifiers relative to the complements, the number and categorial identity of bounding nodes (for subjacency), the number and categorial identity of potential barriers, tile categorial identity of L-marking This is not as ad hoc a solution as it may seem. In linguistic lilerature, it has been suggested several times that phrase-structure is in some way derivative from other notions, such as case-or 0-marking. There is no good reason for viewing X'-theory as an unconstrained generator.
heads and lexical heads, and the possibility of V-to-I (I-to-C) movement. 4
Chain formation and enforcement of global constraints
Case is assigned to chains, so that every chain gets exactly one case. Similarly, every chain is assigned exactly one 0-role. These requirements are known as the "case filter" and the "0-criterion" resp. -Chains, however, can be arbitrarily long, so that these requirements antecedent govern(Nodel, Node2) :-node info(IndBl, Nodel), node info(IndB2, Node2), freeze(IndBl,freeze(IndB2, \+disjoint(IndBl, IndB2))). approaches to parsing will help to elucidate the human language faculty, as well as provide a novel focus for the approaches of both theoretical and computatioual linguists.
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